
A Cambridge-based oncology-focused company aims to 

cure cancer by differentiation therapy which involves the 

transformation of malignant cells into normal functioning 

cells. They approached Elucidata to utilize ML expertise to 

identify differentiation targets in AML and other oncology 

indications like Neuroblastoma and Melanoma. 

Finding relevant datasets associated with AML and other 
oncology indications

Harmonizing the heterogeneous datatypes from public and 
in-house resources to a comparable and analyzable form 

Developing a standard data processing pipeline 

ML model development for Target ID and Patient 
stratification

www.elucidata.io

Problem Statement Challenges: 

Spending energy and expertise on these aspects can be 

wasteful in terms of time and expense for an early-stage 

pharma company whose focus is on developing a therapy. 

Elucidata offered them ready solutions so that these 

challenges did not slow them down in their cancer 

research journey. 

The success of this Tech-Research partnership is a perfect 

example of how disease experts/ scientists and 

bioinformaticians can work hand-in-hand with ML experts 

and dedicated Customer Success Managers (experts in 

bioinformatics and public data) to manage and accelerate 

the drug discovery process. 

ROI is critical for early-stage companies. Elucidata 

empowered their research team to shift focus from 

working on the nuances of variable heterogeneous 

biomolecular data management to more important 

research activities. The partnership has since 

continued and flourished while the therapeutic 

company goes after more targets and takes existing 

targets to the clinic.

“I am extremely impressed by the PollyTM platform that Elucidata has built and the power it has to digest, integrate 

and analyze large data sets. The unique partnership that we have allows us to work hand-in-hand with the software 

engineers, scientists, and program managers to rapidly develop novel hypotheses that we can test in the lab. In just a 

short period of time, we have made significant progress that has had a substantial impact on our growth.”

“With our platform, we are seeking to develop an atlas of differentiation paths of healthy and diseased cells that


will help us identify and characterize disease mechanisms. This collaboration is an incredible opportunity to realize 

the promise of big data analytics to discover new targets that will deliver more precise medicine to patients”

Solutions Results

Built Enterprise OmixAtlas on Elucidata’s Polly

platform  for:

The therapeutic company was able to fast-track the 

identification of targets within 2-3 months, 
significantly shorter than the average 1-2 year period.

Elucidata helped them identify 2+ targets in AML, out 
of which one was validated. 

Customized pipeline to process heterogeneous data 
(from public repositories and in-house experiments)

Built and deployed a proprietary SVR (Support vector 
regression) - based patient classification model (Polly 
deconv)

The pharma company to store and manage data on the 

cloud platform 

Access to relevant datasets (public and proprietary),

which were harmonized and curated to ML-ready grade

Collaboration across their internal research team for

integrative analysis

The flexibility of further analysis through code (Python)

or intuitive GUI
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